Disclosure’s Limits
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The U.S. Securities and Exchange Committee’s (SEC) proposed reforms of how it regulates special purpose acquisition companies (SPACs) lean heavily on the most familiar tool in its arsenal: disclosure.† The proposed rules ask for more disclosure, and more standardized disclosure, on a variety of fronts.‡ While as researchers we generally support more disclosure, unfortunately, we are deeply skeptical of the benefits disclosure alone can provide in this particular case to retail investors—the audience to which these reforms are directed. SPACs as currently structured feature a species of empty voting, where a shareholder’s voting interest is decoupled from her economic interest.§ Because of this fundamental disconnect, which is anathema to corporate law,¶ our research indicates that disclosure-based reforms will be of limited utility in protecting investors.

We begin with a basic fact: SPACs are complicated. We’ve studied them for over a decade.® We’ve talked about them with neighbors, accountants, family, and friends. Few comprehend the SPAC form. Even in the business press there is a tendency to refer to SPACs and deSPAC’ed companies without distinction,‖ even though a SPAC is shell company looking for a merger target, and a post-deSPAC’ed company is a former SPAC that now, post-merger, is actually operating a business—a different animal, indeed. Moreover, the number of unique SPAC features, in comparison to traditional equity securities, provides significant opportunities for misunderstanding.
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Academic commentators and the SEC alike have voiced the concern that the incentives of SPAC sponsors and shareholders are not aligned.\(^7\) After all, the sponsors get 20% of the deSPAC’ed firm if a deal closes, but lose all of their investment if the SPAC fails. Thus, SPAC sponsors can profit even from deals that are bad for their shareholders, who bear the brunt of the 20% dilution.\(^8\) Accordingly, the SEC proposes to require sponsors to disclose to SPAC shareholders that the sponsor’s incentives are to make a deal — any deal — and that shareholders that keep holding SPAC shares through the deSPAC will be diluted by at least 20% — often much more.\(^9\)

The SEC makes this dilution point effectively in its proposing release.\(^10\) But so do SPACs themselves, already. For example, one SPAC spells out in tabular form the 20% dilution SPAC shareholders will experience because of the sponsor’s stock.\(^11\) A risk factor in another SPAC states: “Our sponsor paid an aggregate of $25,000, or approximately $0.004 per founder share, and, accordingly, you will experience immediate and substantial dilution from the purchase of our Class B common stock.”\(^12\) The same filing advises shareholders:

> Our sponsor paid an aggregate of $25,000 for the founder shares, or approximately $0.004 per founder share. As a result of this low initial price, our sponsor, its affiliates and our management team and advisors stand to make a substantial profit even if an initial business combination subsequently declines in value or is unprofitable for our public stockholders.\(^13\)

We have pored over hundreds of SPAC filings. At times we have struggled to make sense of them. As researchers, we appreciate the new data that will be generated from the SEC’s proposed rules regarding disclosure about the sponsor, its affiliates and promoters, and conflicts of interest.\(^14\) But one facet of disclosure reform — detailing the extent of the dilution under hypothetical scenarios — won’t help retail investors because the disclosure already exists. That is, SPACs are already voluntarily providing information about the risk of dilution. The SEC appears to believe that what these disclosures lack is clarity — that investors don’t understand precisely how bad the dilution is — and that depicting the extent of the dilution is what’s necessary.

We respectfully disagree. The SEC’s proposed disclosures are redundant, but that is beside the point. We believe investors won’t read the new disclosures
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any more than they do the current ones, but that too is beside the point. The point is that the cards are stacked against retail SPAC investors in a unique way, and only a structural change can address the problem. Disclosure alone cannot.

Crucially, retail investors usually don’t have to pay attention to a company’s disclosures. Normally the disclosure mechanism can protect these retail investors whether or not they see a single SEC filing. In ordinary markets, the sophisticated investors who do read SEC filings use their money to drive the market, and thus the content of the disclosures is priced into the securities. Because the interests of sophisticated investors and small investors align, the large investors, in looking out for their own interests, also wind up protecting the interests of retail investors.

The key to this inadvertent protection is that the interests of retail investors and more sophisticated players are aligned. SPACs violate that basic assumption by allowing a species of empty voting. We believe the SEC’s failure to address this flaw in SPAC design is a mistake.

Describing the empty voting problem in the SPAC context is relatively simple. One of a SPAC’s defining features is the redemption right—the right of SPAC shareholders to redeem their shares and get their money (plus interest) back from the trust account. This redemption right can be exercised at the option of the shareholder upon the occurrence of either a successful acquisition of a target or the request for an extension of time to pursue an acquisition. The redemption right is automatically exercised if the SPAC sponsor fails to purchase a target.

This redemption right used to function as a check on the sponsors’ drive to close a deal. It used to be that if over 20% of shareholders redeemed their shares, the deal wouldn’t close. After all, that trust account was supposed to fund the acquisition, and if there wasn’t enough money remaining in the trust account, the acquisition would fail for lack of funds.
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As we have documented, SPACs lost that redemption threshold as they evolved.22 Now there has been a complete decoupling of the proportion of shares redeemed from the question of whether the acquisition should be completed.

There are two important mechanisms in the SPAC structure that should act as a check on transactions going forward even in the absence of a required maximum percentage on redemptions. The first mechanism is that acquisitions generally require a majority vote.23 The second is the simple economic requirement that there be enough money in the account to fund the acquisition. If too many SPAC shareholders redeem, then there will not be enough money to fund the intended acquisition. Thus, one could logically assume that a completed deSPAC would then be characterized by low redemption rates.

Yet SPACs exhibit very high average redemption rates. Our original empirical study spans SPACs that filed their first public S-1 in years 2010-2019.24 Because SPACs typically have a maximum of two years in which to complete a transaction, our sample period allows us to account for the full lifecycle of the SPAC, encompassing deals concluded through 2021. We find a mean redemption rate of 54.2%.25 Some redemption levels have topped 80%—that is, over 80% of the shareholders got out of the deal before the target was acquired.26

But SPACs are not all bad news for investors—the market seems to be able to discern bad deals from good ones. Our data are consistent with a negative relation between redemption rates and post deSPAC stock performance.27 SPACs in the upper quartile of redemption rates, which exhibit redemption rates of over 89%, trade well below the redemption price ten trading days after the deSPAC. The stock price of SPACs in the two middle quartiles of redemption rates is not different from the redemption price, thus giving these stockholders a return not different from an investment in government securities. SPACs in the lowest quartile of redemption rates, which exhibit redemption rates of less than 3%, trade at large and statistically significant premiums to the redemption price.28

Then what happened to the two mechanisms that logically should constrain redemption rates? The answer to the economic problem of not having enough cash in the trust account to fund the acquisition is that PIPEs stepped in to fill the
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breach.\textsuperscript{29} Given the lack of a limit on redemptions, prospective SPAC targets faced an uncertain payout. A bargain struck with a PIPE investor provided the dependable capital needed to fund an acquisition that could not rely on an amount certain in the trust account.\textsuperscript{30}

We focus here on the vote. Why is the shareholder vote not serving as the protective mechanism that it typically does? The answer is that the vote is empty—devoid of economic significance. SPAC shareholders can vote yes for a transaction and also redeem their shares. Indeed, SPACs disclose this right to shareholders when explaining their right to vote.\textsuperscript{31} The proxy will explain, often in bold, that “[p]ublic stockholders may elect to redeem all or a portion of their public shares even if they vote for the Business Combination Proposal.”\textsuperscript{32} Another proxy assures SPAC shareholders: “You may exercise your redemption rights whether you vote your Public Shares for or against the Business Combination Proposal or do not vote your shares.”\textsuperscript{33}

Thus, shareholders can vote for a deal while exiting, saying to the sponsors: “Sure, go ahead and buy that company. We don’t want any part of it.” This is a kind of empty voting, where a shareholder’s vote is decoupled from her economic interest. This perverse situation has pernicious ramifications—there is a reason why the law frowns on empty voting.\textsuperscript{34}

The puzzle is why someone might vote in the affirmative for a deal while simultaneously exiting it. The answer lies in the warrants—the right to buy the SPACs’ shares in the future, by convention at an $11.50 strike price.\textsuperscript{35} Recall that the SPAC IPO offers units, comprised of warrants and common shares, which afterwards decouple and trade separately. Warrants are only valuable if the stock trades above $11.50, and that generally only happens if there’s a successful acquisition.\textsuperscript{36}

IPO investors—often hedge funds\textsuperscript{37}—have every incentive to redeem their shares and pocket their $10, but still vote for the deal and see if the warrants bear fruit. Michael Klausner, Michael Ohlrogge, and Emily Ruan suggest that many
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times they take precisely this investment approach, treating the warrants as compensation that gives some upside when a deal succeeds. 38

Empty voting is why disclosure won’t help retail SPAC shareholders. What the SEC is proposing is that retail investors, if given a more explicit map of how dilution will affect them, will now understand the dilutive aspect of the transaction, the incentives of all the participants, and how institutional shareholders secure gains. We are skeptical that many retail SPAC shareholders even know that they have a redemption right. More importantly, we seriously doubt that investors, in general, understand that their shares lose the $10 price floor after the deSPAC, when the redemption right expires. For the record, before the deSPAC, SPACs trade with an implicit floor—the redemption price—because the shares represent a claim on the trust account for the redemption amount, generally $10 plus interest. Even if the market thinks the proposed target is a lousy one, a SPAC share still represents at least $10, and so will not trade below that price. After the deSPAC, the trust account is gone, and the fate of the shareholders in the newly deSPAC’ed company rests on the value of that company alone.

Do retail investors understand that SPAC shares do not reflect bad news about the target until after the transaction is already completed, so that they cannot rely on past trading history after the deSPAC for reliable information about the target? Do retail investors also understand that unit holders of the SPAC, which are mainly well-informed institutions, have a strong economic incentive to vote yes for a transaction, redeem their shares, and hold onto the warrants? Is disclosure able to address the nuances of a market laden with asymmetric information in a way that compensates for deviating from the law’s traditional approach of keeping economic and control interests tied together? The proposed new rules implicitly answer in the affirmative to these questions.

We believe most retail shareholders will never read the proposed new disclosures. Modifying the current disclosures about the target company’s risks and about potential conflicts of interest with the SPAC sponsor will not help investors at all if they treat SPAC shares like any other shares they own. (And why shouldn’t they, since SPACs trade alongside operating companies?). But, as we described above, typically investors’ lack of information doesn’t hurt them, because the market provides protection. The big institutional investors vote in their own selfish best interest, and that protects shareholders who are along for the ride. But here, with the vote decoupled from economic interest, when most of those hedge funds redeem, 39 a shareholder who doesn’t follow suit isn’t along for the ride—she’s being taken for a ride.

Our proposed solution is a simple one: the SEC should work with the NYSE and the NASDAQ to require that shareholders vote “no” on a transaction in order
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to exercise their redemption right. If more than 50% of shareholders vote no, then the deal should not go forward—and all shareholders get their money back. This simple move recouples the voting and economic interest, and our empirics suggest that it will allow transactions that benefit shareholders to go forward. Because, for all the negative press and negative results you read about SPACs, we think there’s a baby in that bathwater. SPACs create a different route to public markets for private companies. Some subset of companies choose the SPAC route over a traditional IPO, and make a considerable profit—for themselves, and for the SPAC shareholders. Recoupling the vote with the redemption right can help ensure that good deals go forward—and bad deals don’t.